
Give Cures is the John Paul II Medical Research 
Institute’s national gift campaign that raises funds 
to advance ethical, non-controversial, adult stem 
cell research  for cures and to raise funds to build 
a cord blood bank so moms can donate their  
newborn’s cord blood. Go to GiveCures.org to  
share this flyer with friends.
 

THE IOWA KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS 
PARTNER WITH INSTITUTE

The Iowa Knights of Columbus, whose focus is 
on the culture of life, has partnered with the John 
Paul II Medical Research Institute in the Give 
Cures campaign.  They are helping to get the  
Flyers into the Churches and inviting them to give 
for ethical cures.
 

AN ETHICAL DILEMMA

We believe human life at the earliest stage is  
valued, loved and created by God.  To use and 
kill a human embryo for research is a moral evil.  
The challenge is daunting when so many research  
organizations and labs support embryonic stem  
cell research.  Even worse is the prospect that  
patients may one day be faced with the moral 
dilemma of choosing between a cure and  
having a clear conscience.  You can help to  
advance an ethical alternative for research that  
respects the dignity of every human life.  Share the 
Give Cures flyer and become a partner or founder.  
Go to GiveCures.org

The John Paul II Medical Research Institute is 
a non-profit organization founded to provide an 
ethical alternative for research that respects the 
dignity of every human life.  Using adult stem 
cells, not embryos, the institute will develop  
innovative solutions for treating cancer and 
other diseases, including drug discovery for  
patients with rare diseases.  

Mission Mission 
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Make a difference!
Share This Flyer...

and

Become a Founder
BIO—ETHICALLY DRIVEN  
STEM CELL RESEARCH

The service of humanity leads us to insist, in  
season and out of season, that those using the latest advances 
of science, especially in the field of biotechnology, must never  
disregard fundamental ethical requirements by invoking a  
questionable solidarity which eventually leads to  
discriminating between one life and another and ignoring 
the dignity which belongs to every human being. 

Pope John Paul II

UNIQUE APPROACH
The John Paul II Medical Research Institute’s 
focus is on “therapeutic research” that is geared 
to finding cures and therapies.  The Institute uses 
cutting-edge, disease-specific adult stem cells 
to find treatments for rare diseases and cancer.

Like us on Facebook Follow us on Twitter

John Paul II 
  Medical Research Institute 



Give Cures is about people helping people. 
Tell us your story.  As we connect the givers with 
those who need cures, we touch each others 
lives.  We bring humanity into ethical research. 

Your story can give hope and reason for others 
to give.  You can share your story at
www.GiveCures.org  

Share Your Story Become A Founder
You can become a founder and have your  
name or your loved one’s memorialized at 
the entrance of the Institute. Once the Institute 
is founded, the founder program will end.

Founder Levels:
Corner Stone Founder............. $200—$500
Innovation Founder ......... $1,000—$10,000
Keystone Founder ....... $11,000—$100,000

You Can Also Donate Online at GiveCures.org

Becoming a partner or a founder of the John Paul II Medical  Research Institute is easy and of great 
value.  From small to large, all donations are welcome.  Choose how you would like to make a difference:

Financial Donation _____ Volunteer: _____ Receive eNews: _____ Tissue or Cord Blood Donation: _____

Founder Level (see list above): ____________________________________________________________

Donation Amount: $______________________________________ Date: __________________________

Name on memorial: _____________________________________________________________________

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________

City: _______________________________________________ State: ________ Zip Code: ____________

Phone: (              ) _______________________ Email: __________________________________________

M A K I N G  A  D I F F E R E N C EG ive
Cures.org

For more information 
please call us at 319.688.7367 

or visit our website - GiveCures.org
www.jp2mri.org

Email - Kim.Lehman@JP2 I.org

Mail your tax deductible donation to:
John Paul II Medical Research Institute

Iowa City, IA 52245
540 East Jefferson St. Suite 305

Become a Partner .........$25, $50 and $100
Partner Levels:

Partner Level  $25   $50  $100

Become a part of Give Cures
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Founder Levels:
Corner Stone Founder .............$200 - $500

Keystone Founder ...........$1,000 - $10,000

Innovation Founder .......$11,000 - $50,000


